
WEST LOTHIAN BOWLING ASSOCIATION (WLBA) 

 

SENIORS TOP TEN TOURNAMENT 

TOURNAMENT RULES 

 

1. ELIGIBILITY:  All players can play as soon as they reach their 60th birthday. In addition, all 

players must be male members of WLBA Clubs and can only represent the Clubs of which they 

are members. A player cannot represent more than one Club in any one season. 

 

2. THE TOURNAMENT: Each team will play a SINGLES tie (21 shots), a PAIRS tie (15 

ends), a TRIPLES tie (13 ends) and a FOURS tie (15 ends). WLBA will be split into 3 Area 

Sections with teams playing each other on a home and away basis. 

 

3. TRIAL ENDS: Two trial ends are permissible in the Singles tie and one trial end in each of 

the other ties. 

 

4. SECTION SCORING: In each of the ties 2 points will be awarded for a win, 1 point for a 

draw and 0 points for a loss. After completion of the match the total points scored by each team, 

together with the aggregate shots scored by each team, should be telephoned to the Area Seniors 

Convener. 

 

5. WINNING THE SECTION:  Section winners will be the team with the highest number of 

points accumulated. In the event of more than one team ending up with the same points total the 

winner will be the team with the greatest shots difference. Should teams still be tied the winner 

will be the team with the highest number of shots scored. If after this there is still no clear winner 

the same sequence will be applied to the results of games played between the competing teams. 

 

6a QUALIFICATION FOR THE QUARTER FINALS: The first and second of the three 

sections will qualify for the quarter finals and will be joined by the best two overall third placed 

teams. These will be decided on a percentage basis as not all areas play the same amount of 

games. 

 

6b. QUALIFICATION FOR SEMI FINALS: The winners of the 3 Area Sections together 

with one of the 3 Section runners up will qualify for the semi-finals knock out stage and 

subsequently the Tournament final. The sole Section runner up will rotate around the 3 Sections 

on an annual basis. 

 

7. SEMI FINALS AND FINAL SCORING: Results of the semi-finals and final matches will 

be decided firstly on points then shots scored and if still equal on the result of the Singles tie. 

 

8. POSTPONED GAMES: In the event of a match being postponed for any reason the match 

must be re-scheduled on a date BEFORE the next scheduled match i.e. within 7 days. Should 

Clubs fail to agree a new date the Area Convener will decide the date and his decision will be 

final. 

 



9. ABANDONED GAMES:  In the event of a match that has started being abandoned for any 

reason the following rules will apply: 

a) if the Pairs, Triples and Fours have all played a minimum of 8 ends the scores of all the 

ties at the time of abandonment will stand and form the result of the match;  

b) if on the other hand either the Pairs or Triples or Fours have not completed a minimum of 

8 ends the match will require to be rescheduled on a date BEFORE the next scheduled 

match, i.e. within 7 days, with the match starting from the beginning as a new game. 

 

10. INCOMPLETE TEAMS: Where a team turns up with less than 10 players the following 

rules will apply: 

a) 9 players – in the fours tie the defaulting team will play with 3 players (1st and 2nd 

playing 3 bowls and skip playing 2 bowls) and at the end of the tie they will 

deduct one quarter of the shots they scored before determining the result of the 

tie;  

b) 8 players – there will be no Pairs tie played with the non-defaulting team being 

awarded 2 points and 5 shots and the defaulting team being deemed to have 0 

points and 0 shots;  

c) 7 players – there will be no Triples tie with the same scoring system applied as for 

the Pairs tie;  

d) 6 players – there will be no Fours tie with the same scoring system applied as for 

the Pairs/Triples;  

e) 5 players or less – the match will be declared Null and Void with the non-

defaulting team being awarded 8 points and 20 shots while the defaulting team 

will get 0 points and 0 shots. 

 

11. TEAMS FAILING TO APPEAR: If a team fails to appear for a scheduled fixture the 

scoring of the match will be as at 10 (e) above and the Club will be reported to the WLBA 

Management Committee for consideration of disciplinary action. 

 

12. TEAMS WITHDRAWING DURING TOURNAMENT:  Where a Club withdraws from 

the Tournament before the completion of its full fixture list ALL games already played by that 

team will be declared null and void with the Section League table being recalculated 

accordingly. 

 

13. MATT PURDIE TROPHY REPRESENTATION: Where a team has more than one of its 

players representing WLBA as a player or official in the Inter Counties Matt Purdie Trophy 

Competition the said team is entitled to have any scheduled Seniors Top 10 match that coincides 

with the Matt Purdie Trophy match to be rescheduled; the new date for the fixture must be 

BEFORE the next scheduled fixture i.e. within 7 days. 

 

14. APPEALS: WLBA Management Committee will adjudicate on any disputes with their 

decisions being final.            

 

 
 
 



SENIORS TOP TEN QUARTER FINALS DRAW. 

       
           

Qualifiers Top 2nd - Bathgate Top 2nd - Broxburn Top 2nd -Linlithgow 

                 

Bath1  Bath1 v Brox3 Bath1 v Brox3 Bath1 v Brox2 

Bath2                 

Bath3  Brox1 v Bath3 Brox1 v Bath2 Brox1 v Bath3 

Brox1                 

Brox2  Lin1 v Brox2 Lin1 v Bath3 Lin1 v Brox3 

Brox3                 

Lin1  Bath2 v Lin2 Brox2 v Lin2 Lin2 v Bath2 

Lin2                

                      

                 

Bath1  Bath1 v Brox3 Bath1 v Brox3 Bath1 v Brox2 

Bath2                  

Brox1  Brox1 v Lin3 Brox1 v Lin3 Brox1 v Lin3 

Brox2                  

Brox3  Lin1 v Brox2 Lin1 v Bath2 Lin1 v Brox3 

Lin1                  

Lin2  Bath2 v Lin2 Brox2 v Lin2 Lin2 v Bath2 

Lin3                

                      

                 

Bath1  Bath1 v Lin3 Bath1 v Lin3 Bath1 v Brox2 

Bath2                 

Bath3  Brox1 v Bath3 Brox1 v Bath2 Brox1 v Lin3 

Brox1                 

Brox2  Lin1 v Brox2 Lin1 v Bath3 Lin1 v Bath3 

Lin1                 

Lin2  Bath2 v Lin2 Brox2 v Lin2 Lin2 v Bath2 

Lin3                     

 
Examples: 
If Top 2nd is from Bathgate area and best 2 Thirds from Bathgate and Broxburn draw would be as detailed above. 

 If Top 2nd is from Broxburn area and best 2 Thirds from Bathgate and Linlithgow draw would be as detailed above. 

 If Top 2nd is from Linlithgow area and best 2 Thirds from Broxburn and Linlithgow draw would be as detailed above. 

 

Keith Mitchell, WLBA Secretary, Ronnie Thomson, Seniors Area Convener, Brian Roy, Seniors 

Area Convener, Davy Doyle, Seniors Area Convener 

13th March 2018 



 

 


